she cooked in Food Group on

When and why did you come

Face !30o.~.This led to Zaiqa -

up with the recipe concept

The Spice Store FB page started!

along with the spices?
These recipes are short cuts

You have started it all by

to lengthy cooking, as I have

yourself

invented them I know few types

and how do you plan

to expand in the future?
Haven't thought

of gravy they taste best.

about it as yet.

As of now enjoying the reviews

Who do you think will

people share with me after they

appreciate

use my Spice Blends.

working

your spices -

woman,

bachelors

etc? Is there a specific target
What are the spices you sell...
the masalas etc?
Currently

I have following

audience?
People who are passionate

Spice

about food and cooking will

blends

enjoy as they make cooking so

1. Sindhi Biryani Masala - this is

easy.

very different

from usual biryani

mix also includes Prunes

Do you plan to supply to

2. Chetinadu Masala

restaurants?

3, AI Faham Chicken - Grilled

No.

Chicken, either barbeque or pan
grill chicken fillets

Do you add preservatives?

4. Chicken 65

Best Quality Ingredients,

5. Butter Chicken Masala/Paneer

Preservatives,

No

No Chemicals. No

Butter Masala

compromise

6. Shahi Gram Masala

This is my USP

on hygiene levels-

7. Lazeez Pepper Masala
Have a lot of requests for Veg

How different

options - so am working on few

commercial

Veg variation

spices?

like Dal Fry masala,

are you from
masalas and

Chat masala etc

Zaiqa spices are made with love

Where do you buy your

top quality and handpicked

with

not a trace of preservatives

or

and care. The ingredients
ingredients

and do you have

special mixers to grind them at

are

chemicals. With these spices

home?

you are just a few minutes away

I source my herbs and spices

from creating restaurant

from Chennai and Bangalore.

flavors at home with all the

like

Grinding at Spice Mills will affect

goodness and wellness of a

the product and aroma. I use

home cooked meal.

regular home grinders as I want
to retain the freshness and

Your personal favorite

quality, though grinding at home

Lahori Karahi masala

is a herculean task.
Keep lipsmakking,

till we come

Tell us a little about packaging

back to you with another

Packaging, I use Food Grade

queen or king from the Kitchen

pouches and seal them at home.

Kingdom

j&
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SPICE IT UP
pices are like good friends - they add an important

S

dimension

make you feel better when you're down, most importantly,

to your life,

they balance you

when you teeter.
Zaiqa - The Spice Store brings you that friendship,
What started as an innocent

in many blends.

question in class - when did India enjoy its richest era

- brought Anisa Arif - the creator of Zaiqa, to delve into a journey that began with
the Mughal Era and is today a super-hit
Curious about the evasive and well-kept

in current day kitchens.
Mughal recipes of the royal families,

Anisa began her research with the Lizzat-e-Taam - a secret from the kitchens of
the Nawabs, preserved by the Qureshi Clan.
Her friends loved it, acquaintances

loved it and soon demand surpassed supply.
Anisa ATi! - Creatar of Zaiqa

Now, a familiar face on the food and shopping circles in Chennai and beyond, her
~acebook page Zaiqa - The Spice Store is gathering fans as fast as you can say
'spices rock'.

Having spoken of spices and the new

How did you come up with this spice

arrival Zaiqa, we decided to meet the

concept?

Woman behind this Ms. Anisa, and

anyone inspire you?

talk to her directly. In a tete a tete

The Victorian

with Anisa Arif.

something

Is this a new concept?

and love

nawabs, is called Lizzat e Taam. It is
with the search for this recipe that my

and the Mughal Era was

that always interested

especially their lifestyle.
Tell us a little about yourself

Did

J

is typically the garam masala of the

journey

of spices began.

me,

Though I had

The way to a man's heart is through

read about it in school, it never caught

his stomach, so cooking became a

for cooking.

my interest until my college days.

passion after marriage.

Native is Chennai, Dad settled in

Thus the search began, to understand

masalas from outside there were too

With buying

Bangalore, am back to Chennaiafter

their lifestyle, especially their food ~

many health issues, hence I started

marriage. Cooking started by way

how the Mughul influenced

to create my own masalas at home;

of helping grandma in the kitchen,

how rich and tasty the food was; and

one success led to another and spices

and at times trying to cook. School

the secret being the spices. Those

become my fancy

days would be glued to all Cooking

days' recipes were rarely shared

food and

Channels; all regional channels

or documented;

whether

they were saved was through word

business model?

not, was always trying to understand

of mouth - from father to son. The

This wasn't planned at all, I used to

how people mix flavors to create new
dishes. Initial Cooking was taught by
my Grandma and my mother.

Qureshi Clan is known to hold major

make these spices and share with my

secrets to the Secret Kitchens of

friends because they make cooking so

Nawabs. One such spice blend, which

easy. One such friend posted the food

80

I understand

the language or

the only way that

Why do you want to set this up as a

